Abstract-This paper describes an advanced multimode-fiber-link model that was used to aid the development of Telecommunication Industry Association standard specifications for a next-generation 50-m-core laser-optimized multimode fiber. The multimode-link model takes into account the interactions of the laser, the transmitter optical subassembly, and the fiber, as well as effects of connections and the receiver preamplifier. We present models for each of these components. Based on these models, we also develop an efficient and simple formalism for the calculation of the fiber transfer function and the signal at the link output in any link configuration. We demonstrate how the model may be used to develop specifications on transmitters and fibers that guarantee any desired level of performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS PAPER is the third and last in a set of three papers documenting recent multimode-fiber standards development in the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA). It provides an in-depth description of the theoretical model used for the multimode-fiber standards development. The first paper [1] focuses on the development of a 500-m 1-Gb/s network solution using a 62.5-m fiber and short-wavelength (830-860 nm) laser transceivers. The second paper [2] describes the development of a more generalized approach and focuses on a 300-m 10-Gb/s solution using a 50-m fiber.
The IEEE 802.3ae Standard, also known as 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10 GbE), was approved for publication in June 2002. As one of the Physical Media Dependent Layers, it includes a short wavelength (850-nm) link over a multimode fiber for lengths up to 300 m. This is an attractive choice for the physical layer due to both the low cost of vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL)-based transceivers, which do not require accurate alignment into multimode fibers, as well as legacy support issues. Although a standard for a laser-optimized multimode fiber capable of a 300-m reach did not exist at the beginning of the 10-GbE standardization process, soon afterwards experiments demonstrated the feasibility of such a system [3] , [4] , even under highly stressed conditions, using the first samples of the laser-optimized next-generation fiber developed by the optical fiber division of Lucent Technologies (now OFS). Subsequently, several fiber and transceiver companies, under the auspices of the TIA and its FO-2.2.1 working group, started to develop the specifications for this fiber. This development, described in [2] , required several years and involved simulations, round-robin measurements, and new test procedures for the fiber.
In this paper, we describe the model that was used to aid the development of the next-generation high-speed multimode fiber, now standardized as "850-nm laser-optimized 50-m multimode fiber" in [5] .
While experiments cannot be replaced by simulations, they are time consuming and can probe only a small part of the available parameter space. In particular, it is difficult to determine the worst-cases region of parameter space by experiments alone. Ensuring a cost-effective solution requires thorough exploration of the entire parameter space and, in particular, the marginal zones. Since it is important to ensure that simple specifications on the components will guarantee reliable operation under a wide range of designs and manufacturing variations, it is necessary to use a model to explore the performance of the link over a range of parameters describing the transmitters, fibers, and connections in the link. Extensive simulation studies will also assist in designing and testing specifications, speed up finalizing the specifications, and optimize the design tradeoffs with their associated costs for both the transmitter and fiber manufacturers.
Multimode fiber LAN links are complex links whose performance is affected by many physical effects [6] . Besides the degradation due to finite rise and fall times at the transmitter and the receiver, the performance of the link is affected by the intermodal and intramodal dispersion, as well as noises specific to multimode fiber links (modal noise) or multimode lasers (mode partition noise and noise due to laser mode hopping). However, the main emphasis of our work is on the signal degradation caused by the intermodal dispersion or the differential mode delay in the fiber. This is due to the fact that the largest portion of the link power budget is consumed by the intersymbol interference (ISI) penalty, caused by pulse spreading as a result of the intermodal dispersion. An outline of the components covered in our model is presented in Fig. 1 . The components we consider (the transmitter, fiber, and connections) are the most important factors determining the 3-dB optical bandwidth of the link, which is the parameter on which we focused during the early stages of this work [7] . However, it soon became clear that more relaxed specifications can be achieved if, instead of the fiber 3-dB optical bandwidth, we use the ISI at the output of the receiver, which directly relates to the allocation in the link power budget and, therefore, is a more accurate system performance predictor [8] .
The parameter space of component perturbations that can affect the link bandwidth is very high dimensional. To begin with, the modal dispersion of multimode fiber is notoriously hard to control. At the operating wavelength of 850 nm, the proposed design of 50 m, 1% multimode fiber initially supports 19 mode groups, each of which can potentially have its own group velocity. This implies that the bandwidth and the shape of the fiber transfer function may depend strongly on the excitation conditions, which govern how much power will be coupled into each mode group. As a consequence, the signal at the receiver output will show strong dependence on the launch conditions, the fiber properties, and the link configuration. The proposed system uses VCSELs as sources, which may be either single or multimoded (though chromatic dispersion considerations limit spectral width and, hence, the number of laser modes). The center of the laser may be offset from the center of the fiber due to connector misalignment, and the beam spot sizes may vary from source to source, both due to variation in the VCSELs themselves and also due to different choices and variation in the optics between the VCSEL and the fiber. All these factors lead to significant variations from transmitter to transmitter in the coupled power into the fiber modes or the mode power distribution. Finally, the relatively loose tolerances in multimode connections (of which, in practice, there are always at least two, in addition to those at the transmitter) lead to redistribution of power among the modes of the two fibers.
One of the challenges in designing a robust link employing VCSELs and multimode fiber is to define specifications for transmitters and fibers that are simple enough to admit routine screening measurements but discriminating enough to guarantee that the system will operate if the specifications are met. The TIA FO-2.2.1 group adopted a transmitter specification based on an encircled-flux measurement and a fiber specification based on a differential-modal-delay measurement. One of the primary motivations of our modeling work was to provide the capability of testing, through simulation, the efficacy of these screening tests. The model can then be used to thoroughly explore the space of source/fiber/connection combinations and demonstrate that if the sources and fibers pass the proposed specifications, then the system will very rarely fail.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the various components of the link model in detail and describe how the bandwidth and ISI penalty calculations are performed. We present an algorithm for calculating the transfer function of any multimode link configuration, which takes into account launch conditions and mode mixing effects at the connectors. In Section III, we provide examples that illustrate the capabilities of the model and its usefulness in determining the optimum specifications. We conclude with discussion in Section IV.
II. LINK MODEL AND SIMULATION APPROACH
In this section, we describe the multimode-fiber-link model. A detailed description of the signal propagation through the driver, the laser, and the receiver, as well as the in-depth discussion of the model and mode partition noise, can be found in [9] and [10] . For the sake of introducing the symbols and outlining the model capabilities, we give a brief description of the laser model. Both the driver and receiver model are filter-based models, whose rise time (or bandwidth), type, and order is supplied at the beginning of the simulation.
After the selection of the data rate, the model first generates a data pattern of given length, duty cycle distortion, and deterministic jitter. Then, this signal is applied to the driver and propagated further through the laser (Section II-A). The interaction of the laser, the lens, and the fiber, as well as the connector effects, is treated through the overlap integrals [11] , [12] to find the coupling coefficients from each laser mode into each fiber mode (Sections II-B-D). Then, the coupling coefficients into each fiber-mode group are calculated. With the knowledge of the mode delay times, which in a simulation study are drawn randomly from a distribution, we can calculate the transfer function for each fiber section (Section II-E). Connector effects are treated through the use of connector transfer matrices (Section II-F). After calculating the transfer function of all fiber sections (Section II-G), the signal is propagated through the receiver (Section II-H). Once the time-domain output signal is known, we calculate the ISI penalty, the timing jitter, and available retiming window. From the fiber transfer function, we find the fiber bandwidth of interest-the 3-dB optical, 3-dB electrical, or another bandwidth measure.
In Fig. 2 , we illustrate the definition of the ISI penalty, the retiming window, and the timing jitter. The ISI penalty in this paper is defined as ISI dB , where is the signal amplitude (the difference between the top line and baseline in Fig. 2) , and is the eye-diagram height (the maximum opening within the bit interval 1 ). Using the above definition, the ISI calculation is straightforward, once the signal is known. Similarly, we define the retiming window as the maximum width in which the eye opening drops 0.5 dB from the center of the eye. The deterministic jitter is the peak-to-peak difference of the zero-crossing times of the signal. The zerocrossing level can be adjusted by the user, but in our simulations, it was assumed to be at zero. The retiming window is important because it reflects the inability of the clock and data recovery circuit to make the decision always at the same position.
While the individual calculations outlined have been done before [11] - [14] , this is the first time that an integrated multimode-link model has been used to run the entire simulation of data signals for bit rates at 10 Gb/s or above.
A. Laser Model
The laser rate equation model is needed if one wants to perform accurate link simulations. For simulation purposes, we do not need the temperature dependence of the laser model; therefore, we use the nonlinear laser rate equations. From the many variations and notations in the literature, here we use the notation found in [15] .
The single-mode laser rate equations are a system of two nonlinear differential equations, one for the carriers or the electron number , given in equation (1) , and the other for the photon number , given in (2) . The definition of the parameters used is the same as in [9, Table I ]. These equations include the gain nonlinearity factor [16] (1) 1 It is assumed that the decision point is at the center of the eye.
It should be noted that these rate equations are "single mode" rate equations. Multimode rate equations are a straightforward extension. Although almost all of the lasers used in the 850-nm wavelength range with multimode fiber are multimode lasers, including VCSELs, the single-mode rate equations have been found to be a very good approximation to the large signal behavior and have the added benefit of simplicity, short computation time, and fewer convergence problems.
B. Electrical Field at VCSEL Output
Following [11] , we represent the transverse modes of a VCSEL as Gaussian beam modes. These modes, centered at the origin and parallel to the axis, take the form (3) where and are the radial and angular mode numbers, is the spot size at the waist, is the free-space wavenumber, are the generalized Laguerre polynomials, and
The various modes can be divided into degenerate groups indexed by their principle mode number (PMN), defined to be . Chromatic dispersion considerations for 10-Gb/s systems limit the VCSELs to be either single-or few-moded, so that in the simulations below, we include the modes of the first four mode groups in various superpositions [2] . Two representative modal fields of the six modes comprising these mode groups are presented in Fig. 3 .
Although the Gaussian beam model for a laser cavity is very standard, its validity for VCSEL structures may be questioned; in fact, it is safe to say that it is not a good model for some highly multimoded VCSELs [17] . However, for the few-moded VCSELs relevant to this work, there is some experimental evidence that the Gaussian beam model is a reasonable approximation. For instance, the beam shapes of some single-mode VCSELs have been directly observed to be Gaussian [18] . In addition, the relationship between the splitting of VCSEL spectral lines and the Gaussian beam spot size, predicted by Gaussian beam theory, has been observed to hold [19] . However, additional measurements probing the validity of the Gaussian beam model in detail are certainly desirable; in their absence, we accept the model at least as a reasonable starting point.
A potential complication that we do not address is the nonstationary character of the laser modes, i.e., the mode structure of the laser changes as the signal evolves. Different VCSEL modes may be excited at different times due to the fact that different laser modes may have different thresholds; therefore, they appear at different times, and their impact on the signal shape varies in time. While the rate equation model of the laser allows modeling of this effect, there are variations among laser manufacturers and from device to device from the same manufacturer, which make it difficult to obtain an accurate statistical distribution of the relevant laser parameters. Although our program implemented the laser rate equation model, at the time of the work done by the TIA, we did not have sufficient data to properly model such laser dynamics from all VCSEL manufacturers. Therefore, for the TIA work (and also for the results presented in this paper), we modeled the laser as a filter with given bandwidth. The laser model was used to simulate the behavior of a 1-km-long next-generation fiber link operating at 20 Gb/s in [10] .
C. Electric Field in the Fiber
We will now review some relevant features of propagation in multimode fiber and describe the assumptions on which our propagation model is based. We will work entirely within modal theory, based on solutions to the paraxial wave equation (see the appendix for mathematical details). Briefly, the modes of a multimode fiber can be divided into approximately degenerate mode groups, the modes of which nearly share a common phase velocity. If we index the mode groups by an integer , with the fundamental mode assigned the index of 1, it can be shown that the degeneracy, or the number of modes including polarization, of a mode group is twice the index of the group. In our case, with a core diameter of 50 m and of 1%, the fiber supports about 400 modes divided into about 20 mode groups.
Pulses launched into the various modes of the fiber may travel at different group velocities, which are determined by the index profile of the fiber and the properties of the doped silica constituting the fiber. In fiber with perfect translational invariance, the various modes propagate independently of one another. In actual fibers, however, imperfections allow power to couple from one mode to another. There is ample evidence that mode coupling between different mode groups is vanishingly small over length scales of hundreds or even thousands of meters [20] , [21] . However, the coupling of modes within a mode group occurs over much shorter length scales, typically hundreds of meters [22] - [24] . In our model, we will assume that mode coupling between mode groups is completely absent and that coupling within a group is always complete. A consequence of this assumption is that modal dispersion within a mode group is absent; an entire mode group propagates as a single composite mode, traveling at a well-defined group velocity without spreading.
In addition to mode coupling, propagating modes in a fiber also suffer attenuation. A consequence of the complete coupling within a mode group and lack of coupling between mode groups is that attenuation can be completely described by assigning each mode group its own attenuation rate , so the amplitude of a pulse launched into group scales as as it travels down the fiber.
There are other physical effects that influence propagation in a multimode fiber that we will ignore. The most important of these are the chromatic dispersion, the laser coherence and mode selective loss resulting in modal noise, and the mode partition noise due to interaction of the chromatic dispersion and the laser noise. Since these are included in the Ethernet link power budgets, they will not be considered here. Similarly, the polarization-mode dispersion will not be taken into account. First, its magnitude is masked by the much larger effect of modal dispersion in multimode fibers. and second, due to the scalar approximation we use throughout, both polarizations behave identically. 
D. VCSEL-Fiber Coupling
When a VCSEL mode illuminates the end face of a fiber, the transmitted component of the field is transformed by the air-fiber interface into a different Gaussian beam mode, which then excites the various modes of the fiber. We assume the launching beam is incident from air onto the end face of the fiber. Due to the weakly guiding nature of the fiber, it is an excellent approximation to neglect the grading in the index of the fiber core when computing the transformed fields and thus to consider a simple interface between air and glass for this part of the calculation. Furthermore, in the discussion that follows, we interpret the incident Gaussian beam as modeling the output of any lens between the laser and the fiber. This is safe to do if the lens is ideal, since an ideal lens will transform the Gaussian beam modes from the laser into different Gaussian beam modes incident on the fiber. We should note here that lenses used in manufacturing inexpensive transceiver modules for LAN applications can be far from ideal. Lens aberrations can significantly change the laser electric field at the fiber input and are difficult to model. Nevertheless, we concentrated on the ideal case in order to give us insight into the impact of the various laser and fiber parameters on the link performance.
The geometry we work with is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Three coordinate systems come into play.
is defined with respect to a system with the origin at the center of the fiber end face, with the unit vector pointing along the fiber axis. has as the origin the center of the beam waist of the launching beam in air, while is rotated by around with respect to . The origin of the is at the center of the virtual beam seen inside the glass. It is rotated by around with respect to . and will be computed subsequently. Finally, all of , , and are parallel. Note that, because of the circular symmetry of the fiber, we are without loss of generality specialized to the case of the launching beam tilted only in the plane. We denote the transformed Gaussian beam mode transverse electric (TE) field just inside the glass by , and we next derive the coordinate transformation and the transformed parameters and . We begin by considering the special case of normal incidence. In this case, we can compute the transformation of Gaussian beam parameters using the formalism [11] (
The theory tells us that , where the parameter is defined as [11] (6) Applying (5) and using , we find and . This result is easily explained in physical terms-the intensity profile should not change at the interface, but curvature changes by a factor of due to Snell's law acting locally on the phase fronts. We next combine (6) with the definitions in (4) to interpret the transformed beam with parameters and as a virtual beam launched at position from the interface and with beam width at waist , with (7) In the presence of a launch tilted by around the axis (see Fig. 4 ), we apply Snell's law in combination with (7) to conclude that the virtual beam has apparent launch position and an angle of (8) Finally, the coordinate transformation is given by , where is the rotation (9) We may now compute the coupling amplitudes of the incident Gaussian beam mode with the fiber mode (10) where the integral is over the area of the fiber end face.
E. Fiber Impulse Response
Under our assumptions, the impulse response of a fiber takes on a very simple form. We will assume that impulses from the transmitter induce electric fields at the input end face of the fiber of the form (11) where are complex amplitudes. These excitations, in turn, induce impulses of differing energies into each mode of the fiber, where (12) (we comment subsequently on the validity of this idealization). Because of the complete coupling within mode groups, we sum the energies of the impulses within each group to obtain the mode group weights excited by the transmitter (13) The set is known as the mode power distribution (MPD). Denoting the group delays per-unit length (inverses of the mode group velocities) as , we obtain the response of the fiber at position to an impulse launched at by the transmitter to be (14) where is the attenuation coefficient for mode .
F. Connector Impact on Fiber Electric Fields
The connector introduces another level of variability in the link performance due to the mechanical tolerances in manufacturing for both the connector and the fiber. As a result, there might be offset and tilt, in which the axes of the two fibers are misaligned, and parameter mismatch, in which the core radius and of the launching and receiving fiber are different. Each of these effects can lead to light being lost to cladding and radiation modes or redistributed among guided modes at a connection [25] , which we refer to as mode coupling. This loss and redistribution of light can introduce distortions in analog links [14] or cause excessive ISI penalty [26] . The tilt is considered to be sufficiently small and is neglected in the calculation of the connector transfer matrix.
In this paper, we will ignore parameter mismatch. The tilt is considered to be so small in practice that its effect will be negligible. The effect of parameter mismatch has been explored in [25] , where it was shown that a reasonably large parameter mismatch leads to very little mode coupling. It is possible, however, for light to be lost to cladding and radiation modes as a result of parameter mismatch. This loss, however, can occur only from the highest order mode groups and is therefore only significant if these groups carry a substantial fraction of the power in the fiber. In the applications we consider, launches are constrained so that the highest order modes do not carry a large amount of power; therefore, the impact of parameter mismatch will be small. We will thus assume all fibers in the link have the same core radius and .
Having neglected the parameter mismatch and tilt, the remaining effect due to a connection is offset. The effect of an axis offset in a connection is to re-launch light from each mode of the input (launching) fiber into some combination of modes of the output (receiving) fiber; light that is not collected by a guiding mode of the receiving fiber is lost. We calculate the coupling amplitude from input mode to output mode as (15) where is the offset, and compute the power coupled into output mode (16) In (16), is the power present in mode at the end of the input fiber. Our propagation assumptions dictate that these powers are constant across mode groups; therefore (17) where is the degeneracy of group . We will apply these formulas to both long lengths of fiber (hundreds of meters) and short patch cords (less than a few meters long). For the short lengths, the propagation assumption of complete coupling within a group do not apply; therefore, (17) does not apply, and one might worry that (16) will yield incorrect results. Although this is a concern, we have found empirically that the results for total power in a group are relatively insensitive to the distribution of power within a group for the types of excitation conditions we consider.
These calculations assume an idealized model of a connection. The validity of the results is supported by a large literature dating from the early days of multimode fiber [25] . In addition, measurements specifically covering the conditions of interest to next-generation LaserWave fiber were recently performed that again confirm the theoretical results [27] .
G. Calculation of the Fiber Transfer Function
The knowledge of the transfer function of the fiber is necessary to propagate the signal through the link described previously, as it is not always efficient or easy to perform the calculations in the time domain. Furthermore, it is necessary to find the fiber bandwidth, which is one of the requirements that the fiber needs to meet. In this subsection, we outline the calculation of the fiber transfer function for an arbitrary link configuration consisting of several multimode fibers and connectors, if the mode power distribution at the fiber input is known. The formalism, which is based on vector and matrix representation of the link elements, allows efficient treatment of the propagation through multimode-fiber links. The formalism can be applied to any number of sections of fiber and connectors.
The mode power distribution is represented by the vector from (13) (18) and the vector of mode group delay times per-unit length is given by , where the numbers denote the mode group number and the superscript denotes transpose. If the signal at the input of the fiber is denoted , then the signal at the output of the fiber for each mode group (neglecting the differential mode attenuation) can be represented in time domain as a time-dependent vector such that (19) In the frequency domain, using the properties of Fourier transform, it is straightforward to find the transfer function for the signal propagation in each mode group in the fiber. In the matrix , each row corresponds to the transfer function of one mode group (20) where FT denotes Fourier transform and is a continuous variable representing the angular frequency. When implemented, the angular frequency is assigned discrete values and becomes a vector of size 1 by , so the matrix is of size . In this case, the exponential function is applied to the individual elements of each row of the matrix . depends on the desired frequency resolution and the highest frequency of interest. The frequency-domain representation of propagation in the fiber (for each mode and arbitrary mode power distribution) can be calculated using matrix multiplication and is given by (21) where is a unit diagonal matrix of size . is now a complex matrix that takes into account the delays in the mode groups and their influence on the signal. It is calculated as a right hand matrix multiplication of the MPD vector by the identity matrix and the fiber-delays matrix . This signal comes to a connector that is described by a matrix of size , which represents the redistribution of power among the mode groups as a result of offset and tilt in the connector. This matrix is easily computed using the equations in Section II-F. The signal at the output of the connector (and input of the next fiber) becomes (22) or in frequency domain, the effect of the connector is given by (23) where denotes the matrix multiplication. The connector effect is taken into account with a left-hand-side multiplication by the connector transfer matrix of the frequency-domain representation of the fiber output. Then, the system can be propagated through the second fiber, using the previously described formalism. If represents a unit vector of size , then the transfer function, which is a sum of all rows in the matrix, is given by (24) 
H. Example of Fiber Propagation With the Formalism
Let us have a link that consists of several pieces of fiber with various lengths and several connectors. The system is schematically shown on Fig. 5 . Taking into account that the propagation through each fiber is represented by (21) and each connector is represented by (23), we can easily find the signal at the output of the system, as follows: (25) In this expression, we assumed the delays are negligible in the 1-m fibers and that all fiber modes are coupled into the photodetector. The matrices and represent the fibers with length and , respectively. Please note that if the matrix multiplication by is left out, then the output signal is represented as a matrix whose number of rows is equal to the number of modes (one gets the signal waveform into each mode group), and the number of columns represents the frequency.
I. Receiver Model
A typical LAN receiver consists of a photodiode followed by transimpedance amplifier and several stages of postamplifiers. For low-input optical powers, the signal at the output of the transimpedance amplifier is not saturated yet, and the saturation occurs in the postamplifier chain. In this case, the relevant test point for the performance of the link is the preamplifier output.
A detailed receiver model that can also calculate the noise at the receiver output and is suitable for IBM receivers used in LAN and interconnect applications was described in [9] . This model can be used when the details of the receiver are known. In the work of the TIA FO-2.2.1, where the links contain receivers from several component manufacturers, we need to use more generic model. For these reasons, the receiver model used in the multimode-link model is a filter-based model. Since in this paper we are mainly interested in the signal propagation and we are not addressing the noise in the system, this model is adequate. The receiver is approximated to be a low-pass Butterworth filter 2 with given bandwidth and filter roll-off. The roll-off factor of the transfer function was controlled through the filter order , with higher values of generating faster decay in the transfer function as a function of frequency. We used between 2 and 4, which is representative for LAN receivers. In general, its transfer function is a ratio of two polynomials whose coefficients are determined by the filter order, filter type, and bandwidth.
The receiver model we used in the simulations was experimentally verified on IBM receivers for short-wavelength Gigabit Ethernet links [10] .
III. SIMULATION INPUTS AND RESULTS
Numerous transmission experiments have been performed on research links showing that robust performance over lengths beyond 300 m, and data rates exceeding 10 Gb/s is indeed possible. However, it is impossible through experiment alone to probe more than a small part of the space of possible transmitter, fiber, and connection configurations. The primary use of the modeling tool described in this paper was to perform simulations to aid in the development of the specifications for the next-generation 50-m multimode fiber and transmitters used in those links. The results of those simulations are presented in [2] . In contrast with [2] , the simulation results shown in this paper apply to links 600-m long and are chosen to illustrate the use of the modeling tool, as well as how to use the simulation results to develop specifications for the transmitter and the fiber.
To perform the simulations, we chose distributions for the modal delay structure of the fibers, the modal power distributions of the sources, and the connection offsets under several different fiber configurations that are representative of what might be used in practice. Detailed description of these distributions can be found in [2] . The link configurations included the cases of straight link (no connectors), one or two short jumpers followed by a 600-m link and ending again with a short jumper, and a short jumper followed by two medium length fibers (300 and 300 m), again followed by a short jumper. We denote these four link configurations as "No connectors," "1-600-1," "1-1-600-1," and "1-300-300-1," where the numbers represent the length of each of the fiber sections in the link. We tested whether the components met the proposed specifications by calculating the results of an encircled flux (for the transmitter) and differential-mode delay (DMD) (for the fiber). Finally, we calculated the 3-dB optical bandwidth of a large sample of transmitter/fiber/connection triplets and the ISI, deterministic jitter, and retiming window of all the link configurations.
At this point, we need to discuss the use in laser and fiber specifications of the laser encircled-flux and fiber DMD, instead of the laser electric field and fiber delay times. Since both the laser electric field at fiber input and the fiber-mode group delay times are very difficult to measure, we need to relate them to easily measurable quantities. The laser encircled flux is a standardized measurement [28] and is the fraction of the total optical power in the fiber contained in a given radius. The fiber DMD is also standardized [29] and is what one measures when the fiber is excited with a single-mode source at different radial offsets. The single-mode source excites only a subset of fiber-mode groups at each offset. After propagation through the fiber and detection in the receiver, the observed signal contains several peaks corresponding to the excited mode groups, whose heights are proportional to the launched power, and a peak position that corresponds to the propagation delay of the mode group. The DMD is extracted from this signal and is defined as the maximum width from the 25% height of the signal peak value on a leading and trailing edge over the defined range of offsets. The details of the DMD measurements and calculation can be found in [29] . In this paper, we arbitrarily use two DMD ranges: one from 0-18 m, which we called inner DMD, and the other the outer DMD from 0-23 m. Please note that these definitions are different than those used in [5] . Fig. 6 shows simulated curves for both the laser encircled flux and the fiber DMD.
We would also like to comment on our use of statistical distributions. One might instead prefer to compute the bandwidth or the ISI of the worst-case scenario and require the specifications to be tight enough to guarantee that it has the necessary bandwidth or ISI. However, it is not at all clear what the worst-case triplet of transmitter/fiber/connection is. One way to view our Monte-Carlo approach is as an attempt to find the worst-case bandwidth for a given set of specifications. In practice, one can glean much more than an estimate of these quantities from the simulations; for instance, we compute the fraction of links that fail to meet a given threshold bandwidth. The failure rates we calculate are, of course, not estimates of actual installed system failure rates, since we do not have accurate estimates of the actual transmitter/fiber/connection distributions that will be seen in practice. However, by choosing sufficiently flexible models, we can be reasonably sure that the simulations will include approximations of most configurations that will be seen in the field. Very small failure rates in the simulations will translate to very small failure rates in the field, as long as the actual distributions are not concentrated near the failing examples. By looking at the failing cases in the simulations, we can judge how likely this is to be the case. In addition, component manufacturers can tailor their manufacturing distributions toward designs that are far from the failure boundaries.
In the simulation study, we drew 2000 sources, 5000 fibers, and 1000 links (250 of each of the four types) randomly from the distributions defined in [2] . These source/fiber pairs were simulated under each of the four connection configurations, for a total of 40 000 links. The connection offsets for each source/fiber/configuration triplet were also drawn randomly [2] . We simulated DMDs from each of the delays. The DMDs were generated by assuming a receiver with 25-GHz bandwidth, whose transfer function shape was that of a fourth-order Butterworth filter.
The rest of the link parameters for the simulations were taken to be the worst-case transmitter and receiver specifications for the Draft IEEE 802.3ae Standard at the time the simulations were performed. That meant that we used 31.5 ps for the rise/fall time for the signal at the output of the laser and a receiver bandwidth of 8250 MHz. To take into account the variability of receiver designs between different transceiver manufacturers, the simulations were repeated for several different receiver designs, whose main difference was the receiver transfer function roll-off factor. In the simulation environment, this was achieved by changing the filter order, while keeping the receiver bandwidth fixed. The allowed ISI was taken from the IEEE 802.3ae draft link power budget. The data pattern was a random pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) signal, but with pattern length extended to 400 b. Since the simulations were performed for 600-m-long links, the root mean square (rms) linewidth of the laser was set to 0.2 nm.
In Fig. 7 , we illustrate the flow of information in the program and the kind of outputs we get from it. On the left-hand side of Fig. 7 , we show the mode power distribution at the input of the fiber and the mode group delays of the fiber, which are inputs necessary to find the signal at the link output. On the right, we show the fiber transfer function and, below it, the eye diagram at the link output. To highlight the impact that the shape of the fiber transfer function has on the performance of the link, and the need to use the ISI as a predictor of the link performance, we also show the same inputs and outputs for another mode power distribution and fiber delays that result in a transfer function that has the same 3-dB optical bandwidth but significantly different ISI and deterministic jitter (Fig. 8) .
Figs. 9-12 illustrate the capabilities of the model. In Fig. 9 (a), we show a two-dimensional (2-D) plot of the ISI penalty as a function of the laser's radius of 86% encircled flux and the fiber's inner DMD (0-18 m).The magnitude of the ISI penalty is represented as shades of gray, with white representing values greater than 2.6 dB. Fig. 9(b) shows a different view of the same data; it contains a contour plot of the failure rates at given specification limits for the radius of 86% encircled flux and fiber inner DMD. In both plots, we required that all links have outer fiber DMD (0-23 m) less than 0.3 ps/m, inner encircled flux smaller than 30%, and an overfilled launch (OFL) bandwidth of the fiber higher than 1500 MHz km. This figure demonstrates the possible tradeoffs between the requirements on the laser encircled flux and the fiber DMD. It suggests that from the fiber perspective, the optimum setting is when the encircled flux is from 13-16 m. In this case, fiber with DMD 0.165 ps/m can be used. Similarly, from the laser perspective, the optimum setting is when the fiber DMD is less than 0.12 ps/m, yielding an acceptable range of the laser's radius of 86% encircled flux from 10-19 m.
To further show the capabilities of the model to arrive at fiber and laser specifications, we calculated the percentage of links in which the allowed ISI penalty is exceeded. The simulations were performed for 600-m-long multimode links. The inner DMD mask was 0.15 ps/m, and the outer DMD mask was 0.3 ps/m. The rms linewidth of the source was chosen to be 0.2 nm. The transmitter rise time and receiver bandwidth were as indicated previously. The results in Fig. 10 show failure rates below 5% for realistic sources whose 86% encircled flux is between 12 and 16 m. We also observe a rapid increase in the failure rate for sources whose encircled flux is greater than 17 m. The cumulative failure rate, which takes into account the overall distribution, implies that the overall failure is much lower.
The results shown on Fig. 10 include both single-mode and multimode lasers. Fig. 11 shows the failure rates for different link configurations when only single-mode lasers are selected. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 10 . We observe higher failure rates than for the multimode devices. This might be due to center-line defects in the fiber delay distribution. It is possible to avoid deleterious effect of the center-line defect by either introducing offset or designing a lens with proper magnification. Although the failure rate does not rise as dramatically as for multimode lasers when the encircled flux exceeds 17 m, it is still much higher, and the increase starts at 16 m. We can make similar conclusions for the cumulative failure rate, as shown in Fig. 10 . The figure suggests that the optimum setting for the fiber is when the encircled flux is around 15 m (63 m). In this case, the fiber whose DMD is less than 0.15 ps/m can be used. Similarly, the optimum setting for the transmitter is a fiber whose DMD is less than 0.12 ps/m, and the wide range of encircled flux (10-19 m) can be used.
Two features of the curves in Fig. 10 that we wish to highlight are their convex shapes with minima at moderate values of the encircled flux (EF) radius, and the effect of mode coupling at connections, which explains the differences between the various configurations in the figure. The first feature can be understood by noting that the fiber DMD specification allows poorly behaved low-order and high-order fiber modal delays but requires those in between to be tightly controlled. Therefore, sources that launch too much of their power near the center, or too near the cladding, are more likely to result in link failures than those that avoid either extreme. The shape of the DMD specification also explains the connection effects. For multimode sources, the highest failure rates are observed in the connectionless link because, in the absence of connections, power that is concentrated in the problematic low-and high-order fiber modes must stay there, whereas the effect of connections is to diffuse power more evenly across the fiber modes. For the case of multimode sources, this diffusion effect almost always results in a lowering of the failure rate, because multimode sources are capable of concentrating power in the low-and high-order problematic modes but not in the well-behaved intermediate modes.
In the case of single-mode sources, by contrast, we see cases where the diffusion effect of connections increases the failure rate by coupling power out of the intermediate modes into the low-and high-order modes.
We also considered values different from 86% for the encircled-flux threshold. The TIA adopted the radius of the 75% encircled flux as specification for the sources used at 1.25-Gb/s and FDDI-grade 62.5-m fiber. Higher values have also been proposed that suggested better link performance [30] . We ex- amined the impact of the change of the threshold in the radius of encircled flux for the three values: 75%, 86%, and 95%. The results shown in Fig. 12 were filtered with the same DMD mask as the previous simulations. These results suggest that the 75% threshold for the encircled flux is inadequate for 50-m next-generation fibers, having a negative impact on the resolution of the screening test.
IV. CONCLUSION
There are conflicting requirements between the transmitter and fiber specifications in the design of multimode LAN links: a given level of performance relaxation on the transmit side requires tightening on the fiber side, and vice versa. The link model described in this paper enables us to perform accurate low-level simulations to study these tradeoffs. We also described formalism for the calculation of the fiber transfer function, which can be easily applied to any multimode link configuration. We have demonstrated that such an approach can be used to specify sufficiently high-link bandwidth and sufficiently low ISI penalty with the combination of a transmitter specification based on the radius at which the encircled flux attains 86% of its maximum, and a fiber specification based on spatial and temporal limitations on its DMD.
The method we describe is quite general and applicable to a wide variety of possible systems with different bit rate, length, and wavelength requirements. The model described in this work was used by the TIA FO-2.2.1 group to perform extensive link simulations that eventually led to the final specifications of the next-generation fiber.
APPENDIX
We work in the context of the weak guidance approximation to obtain the guided fields [31] . Taking along the fiber axis, we write the electric field as (A1)
The weak guidance approximation is very good for standard multimode fiber (MMF). In this approximation, both components of the transverse field satisfy the same scalar wave equation (A2) where is the transverse Laplacian, is the free-space wavenumber, is the refractive index profile of the fiber, and represents either the or component of . After a separation of variables into radial and angular parts, the eigenfunctions of (A2) may be written as (A3) with corresponding eigenvalues . The integers and label solutions to the radial and angular parts of (A2), while labels the angular dependence () or (). The polarization is denoted by or . As discussed in Section II-C, we ignore polarization effects in this paper and therefore drop the index throughout. We define to satisfy the normalization condition (A4)
The eigenfunctions and corresponding propagation constants can easily be found numerically [32] . J. Schaub, T. Janevski, and Z. Hadzi-Velkov for their useful conversations.
